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Abstract: Information related to various types of sensor networks, satellite networks, and communication networks stores a large pool of 

data in the cloud increasing its usage. As more people access the data, traffic increases and intrusion into the system and detection are 

unavoidable and can be avoided using intrusion detection system (IDS) to avoid attacks. The effectiveness of IDS is improved by giving 

the input which has no noise or attacks so that the performance can be improvised. The feature selection concept which reduces the noise 

and gives the better objects can be deployed in the IDS which make the system to work smoothly in the network. The proposed algorithm 

Distance- clustered feature selection is based on the distance between the features and proves the effectiveness of Distance- clustered feature 

selection (DCFS) using C4.5 classifiers, taking the KDDCUP 99 dataset as input. Modified mutual information feature selection algorithm 

(MMIFSA), dynamic mutual information feature selection algorithm(DMIFSA), and redundant penalty feature mutual information 

algorithm (RPFMI) models are simulated using the KDDCUP 99 dataset, and their outcomes in comparison with Distance- clustered feature 

selection are observed. The distance- clustered feature selection outcomes, when compared with the other mutual information-based feature 

selection algorithms, proved to be more effective. Various performance metrics to build the distance- clustered feature selection model are 

evaluated and has shown better improvement in TPR and accuracy of 99.948%, indicating the proposed algorithm is effective and all the 

parameters are improved compared to other algorithms. 

Keywords:   Distance-clustered feature selection, classifier, feature selection, mutual Information, true positive rate, accuracy, intrusion 

detection System, C4,5 classifier 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, society is more prone to the use of technology, 

and to cater to the needs,   communication networks like 

satellites sense weather changes and store their information 

in the cloud. Similarly, all the communication networks, like 

radar, telecom, and sensor networks, depending on their 

necessity, store the data in storage. As a result, the flow of 

traffic increases as more users retrieve the data. During this 

process, unknown persons try to access the networks and 

have a hold over them, causing damage to the network [1]. 

So to overcome these attacks, the intrusion detection system 

(IDS) is designed and implemented in the system. IDS can 

be placed at the gateway of a network or on [2] the router so 

that it can alert the network regarding attacks of various 

types. On the grounds of the labels available the [3] learning 

methods are classified as 1) Supervised learning 2) Semi-

Supervised learning 3) Unsupervised learning. For selecting 

features of discrimination and related to various class and 

dataset having labeled data is considered as supervised 

learning. Several Supervised learning methods that are 

proposed by authors in literature repository are studied. 

Some data can possess labeled and unlabeled data and the 

distinguished features can be identified by using the Semi- 

Supervised learning. Unsupervised learning can be applied 

wherein it does not possess any labeled data and it is 

complex without any reference class to reduce the data. The 

clustering process is used to remove the unwanted features 

based on the distance parameter. In clustering the decision 

making of the final set of objects is difficult as the objects 

may belong to different clusters compared to supervised 

learning as it has labeled data to set the condition on 

selection of object.  

Clustering types: In this section it is discussed about the 

types of clustering. There are different approaches 

prevailing in the clustering [4] due to fact that no specific 

method is fixed and followed. Clustering is mainly 

classified as hierarchical and partition type as shown in 

Figure1. Further hierarchical is classified as agglomeration 

and divisive type. The formation of cluster starts with single 

object from bottom and later on moves to and merging with 

other features until all the objects are over   is called as 

agglomeration clustering. Divisive method the groups are 

formed by splitting into smaller from top to bottom till all 

the objects are over. While agglomeration is bottom- top 

strategy and divisive is top- bottom strategy. The group 

formation in above mentioned can happen at a single object 

and slowly merging others or all the objects are taken at a 

time or average objects are considered termed as single, 
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complete and average. In partition clustering the data   is 

split based on the evaluation of objects using Euclidean 

distance that evaluates minimum distance between objects 

that are available in the group. Partition clustering can be 

evaluated by distance using the probability, KL distance and 

other distance-based evaluations.  

 

                    Fig.1 Classification of clustering 

When there are many features in a machine, grouping 

related characteristics together is a technique used to 

minimize the number of features.  The grouping of features 

is more advantageous and minimizes the dimensional 

features when attempting to reduce the enormous dataset. 

Estimation variance is decreased, and feature selection 

stability is increased. To study performance and choose the 

best qualities, the data is grouped. The clustering approach 

is used to divide the data into several groups with related 

data. The number of characteristics is chosen based on the 

choice of grouping or clustering. There are two ways to 

cluster data: hard clustering and soft clustering.  

The group's characteristics are unique to that group and do 

not apply to others. The breakup of partition clustering is as 

follows  

1) K-Means Clustering 

2) PAM (partition around Medians) 

K-Means Calculates when the target class is unavailable, 

clustering is utilized for unsupervised learning and identifies 

the groups based on the cluster group indicated by K times. 

After iterations are finished, or if the centroid has not 

changed even after iterations, the feature closest to the 

centroid is assigned. 

2. Literature Survey 

In DMIFS [5] information content between variables and 

class labels is used for finding the best-performing 

variables, and the algorithm is a straight-forward feature 

selection method. MMIFS [1] proposed by Jing Ping Song 

et al. uses the KDDCUP99 dataset to design the IDS model. 

It is an improvisation of DMIFS and introduces the second 

set of features. It showed an increase in accuracy over 

DMIFS. The RPFMI proposed by Fei Zhao et al. [6] is based 

on Batti’s algorithm [7]. The computation is done based on 

the relation between the selected  features and the given 

features [8]. By doing so, the good features contributing to 

feature selection are selected, increasing accuracy. A 

normalized MI feature selection algorithm is proposed by 

[9,10, 11] Mohammad A. Ambusaidi et al. describe an 

enhancement of the MMIFS(Modified Mutual information 

feature selection), MIFS(Mutual information feature 

selection), and Battis [9] algorithms. The algorithms differ 

only in selecting a second set of features. In this one, the 

ratio of mutual information of features (fi) and first selection 

features (fs) to the entropy of features is adapted as the 

stopping function. In NMIFS (Normalized mutual 

information feature selection) [10], there is no need to set 

the redundancy parameter beta as required in MMIFSA, 

RPFMI, and Batti algorithms. In all the above algorithms, 

information content between the features, called mutual 

information content, is used to find the relation between the 

features. The science that quantifies the extent of 

the[5,6,7,8,9] relationship between the variables is the 

information theory. Mutual information relates the variables 

and gives the uncertainty of their occurrence. Assume X and 

Y are random variables related to the probability of discrete 

or continuous events. The random variables contain the 

samples𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3⋯⋯𝑥𝑁)𝑌 = (𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3⋯⋯𝑦𝑁) 

where 𝑥𝑖and 𝑦𝑖are the elements of X and Y, respectively. 

Shannon Entropy H(X) and H(Y) (Equ.1, Equ.2) is the 

average information [9] content of the random variables for 

discrete data. 

H(X) = −∑ P(xi)log P(xi)
N

i=i
(1) 

H(Y) = −∑ P(yi)logP(yi)(2)
N

i=1
 

Where P (xi) =possible number of instants of xi/Total 

number instants (N).  

P (yi) =possible number of instants of yi/Total number of 

instants (N) 

H(X|Y) =∑∑P(x, y)logP(x|y)

y∈Yx∈X

(3) 

Where P(x, y) in Equ.3 is the joint distribution function of x 

and y. H (X|Y)   is the joint entropy (equ.3) of X when Y 

variable is given and P(x |y)  is conditional probability     of 

x with y is given. 

𝐻(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝐻(𝑋) + H(Y|X)      (4)                         

H(X, Y) = H(Y) +

H(X|Y)(5) 
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H(X,Y) in Equ.4 and Equ.5 is the joint entropy of X and Y 

variables and is used to find the information content   

between variables X and Y 

𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝐻(𝑋) − 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋)(6) 

I(X, Y) = 𝐻(𝑌) − 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌)    (7) 

 

I(X; Y) = −∑ ∑ P(x, y)log
P(x,y)

P(x)P(y)xϵXyϵY     (8) 

 I(X,Y) Equ.6, Equ.7, Equ.8 is the information content 

between  the random variables  X and Y. Mutual 

information [1,2,5,6,7, 9,13] of X and Y variables is defined 

as the extent of information contained in both X and Y. The 

more the information content between them MI will be 

maximum and both the variables are said to be closely 

related to each other. 

Correlation 

Let x(n) and y(n) are the sequences of the data given then 

cross-correlation between them is given by [17,18] as 

C(x(n), y(n))  =C(x(n); y(n)) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑚)𝑦(𝑚 + 𝑛)∞
𝑛=−∞ .                     

(9) 

The correlation between the sequences x(n) and y(n) is 

represented as  C(x(n),y(n)) as shown in Euq.9If the 

correlation between two sequences are maximum  then they 

are more correlated and if correlation is less than they are 

not closely related. Further the concept of correlation is used 

and modified by [16] to find the best features as shown in 

Equ.10 

Ms =
KCfc

√K + K(K − 1)Cff
(10) 

Cfc  is the correlation between the feature and class 

Cff   is the correlation between the subset features and K is 

number of features. 

In PAM the process is similar to K-Means but the difference 

is the centroid in the cluster is the input feature but in K-

Means the average of feature data does not belong to input 

feature data. In K-Means clustering the centroid is selected 

by the expectation maximization and objective function in 

Equ.11 ruling is given as 

         J = ∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑘
𝑘
𝑘=1

𝑚
𝑖=1  ||𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇𝑘||

2    ( 11) 

𝑊𝑖𝑘 =1 and  xi  is the data and  𝜇𝑘  is centroid which is 

average,||𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇𝑘||  will be evaluated till it gives any 

change. 

3. Proposed Algorithm:  

The relation between feature and class is evaluated using 

correlation between them. If the value of the correlation is 

maximum then those features are closely related to class and 

the minimum value is considered as weakly related to class. 

Highest valued one is selected and  also called as selected 

feature and they are put into set S. Then the remaining 

features are called as instant features fi. Sometimes weakly 

related features may also be useful for the sake of finding 

exact relationship between features the distance   between 

the remaining features, selected feature and class is 

evaluated. This set contains redundant features which do not 

convey any information and to eliminate them the distance 

between variables of the data is given as input to the K-

Means clustering algorithm. 

Algorithm1: Distance Clustered feature selection (DCFS) 

  Consider the input dataset as D=T (F, C) 

Output: Final set of features as selected features  

Let   𝑆 ← 𝜑, 𝑓𝑖 ← instantfeatures,𝑓𝑠 ←

𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 

F ←set of features, C ← 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑖 = 𝐹 − 𝑓𝑠 

 1. Initialize set S=𝜑 (null set) 

 2. Evaluate the correlation between the feature and class. 

Find the maximum values feature as first  set of features. 

 3. The number of features will be reduced and the present   

features are  

𝑓𝑖 = 𝐹 − 𝑓𝑠 

 4. For the evaluation of the next set of features find the 

distance between the first set of features, class and the 

instant features. 

Dis (fs, C, fi) = √fs ∗ C + √C ∗ fi + √fi ∗ fs 

The final value is calculated as  Dfsf =
1

Dis(fs,C,fi)
 

5. The minimum value of Dfsf is calculated and applied for 

K-Means clustering for k=3 to find the second   set of 

features  

   6. Evaluate the final set of features ffinal= min [
Dis(fs,fi,C)

∑ corr(fs,C)
] 

Wherecorr(fsC) is the correlation of selected    feature and 

class and Ffinal are final set of features 

    7. Final set of features  

 

The experimental setup is organized as: 

1) Selection of Set of features which are high information 

content 

2) Selection of Feature set that is next level of information 

content 

3) Model building  

4) Comparison of the Performance parameters 
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The experiment is conducted for feature selection of best 

features that reduces the classification time. It is done in 

two steps. Firstly, the high information content between 

class type and each feature is evaluated and highest valued 

feature is put into the empty set S. Secondly proposed 

algorithm is applied to find second set of features. The 

features which are left after first set of features also can be 

related to the features, so the left over are applied the 

distance formula with fs(selected features) and left over 

features are called as fi and the minimum  value of it is 

considered and taken as second set of features. This is 

forward feature selection supervised selection method. 

The model build using DCFS and performance of 

parameters is done. Similarly, second set of features for 

other algorithms are done and models are built and 

compared. After classification the instances the status of 

correct Prediction of attacks and mistaken prediction of 

normal data as attacks and various possibilities are given 

in the matrix form called as confusion matrix. Table.1 

gives the distribution of the favored and unfavored 

predictions of the objects. 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix 

 

Class 

Predicted 

outcomes as 

Negative Class 

Predicted 

outcomes 

 as Positive 

Class 

   

Actual 

outcomes as 

negative class 

True Negative 

(TN) 

False Positive 

(FP) 

   

Actual 

outcomes as 

Positive class 

False Negative 

(FN) 

True Positive 

(TP) 

   

 

4.2 Performance metrics [1][2][15][18]: 

True positive (TP):  

Those instances correctly predicted as not attacks are called 

true positives. 

False Positive (FP):  

Predicting the instances incorrectly as attacks even though 

they are not attacks is said to be False positive  

True Negative (TN): As the number of attacks increases, 

those instances are predicted as attacks and are said to be 

True Negative. 

False Negative (FN): The number of attacks that occur and 

the number of incorrectly predicted as no attack samples are 

known as False Negative. 

Detection rate (DR) or TPR (true positive rate): Ratio of 

instances that are correctly predicted as no attack to the sum 

of all samples of correct predictions and wrong predictions 

        DR or TPR = TP/(TP+FN) 

False-positive rate (FPR): The ratio of samples that are 

predicted as attacks to the quantity of all attacked samples. 

This metric reflects the ability to identify incorrectly 

predicted attacks. The FPR reflects the detection rate. The 

FPR value is usually low for the best intrusion detection 

models.                                             

                                  FPR=FP/ (TN+FP) 

Precision (P): The proportion of samples that are truly 

predicted as attacks to all samples that are attacked. It relates 

the ratio of the correct classification to the incorrect 

classification. 

  P=TP/(TP+FP) 

Accuracy: The ratio of samples [14] that are correctly 

predicted to all predicted values. This means it gives the 

overall evaluation and returns the proficiency of the 

detection model in detecting the attacks and differentiates 

between an attack and no attack. 

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TN+TP+FN+FP) 

Sensitivity or recall (R): the proportion of instances that 

are correctly identified to the sum of correctly identified and 

misidentified instances. 

                                          R = TP/(TP+FN) 

F-measure: The average of the harmonics of precision and 

sensitivity is F-measure. 

                                         F= 2*P*R/(P+R) 

4. Dataset: 

 The KDDCUP 99 dataset [10] is built based on 7 weeks of 

network traffic, which consists of 5 million connections. It 

has 22 attacks, 41 features, and a total of 494021 records. 

The records fall into the following categories:1.Denial-of-

service (DoS) attack: The attacker consumes the user's 

memory or overburdens computing resources, or illegally 

denies the user access to the user's resource.2.User-to-Root 

attack (U2R): The attacker starts to gain access to the normal 

user account by taking control over the resource by stealing 

the password and can illegally access the user.3Remote-to-

local attack (R2L): The attacker can send the data packets 

on the network by gaining the access of the user of 

that.4Probing attacks: This attack pertains to gathering 

information about the topography, architecture, and security 

of the communication network for future. 

The algorithm is based on the distance evaluation between 

the features and KDDCUP 99 dataset is given as input 

which contains 41 features, 23attacks as class. The class is 
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an attack happened on the network to disrupt the usual 

functioning of network. Actually  23 types of attack 

happened on the network and it is as whole summarized 

as single class having normal and attacks as two class .The 

models using MMIFS, REMIFSA, DMIFS and RPFMI 

are built using C4.5 Decision tree classifier and the 

performances are compared. Fei Zhao et.al [4] RPFMI has 

built using DOS classifier whereas in this paper it is 

evaluated using C4.5classifier.Performance metrics are 

evaluated for Anomaly and Normal class separately and 

results are compared. The Clustering algorithm is used in 

the feature reduction process to assess the ability of 

dataset. Features having the same parameters are grouped 

together and it becomes easy for identifying the best 

object. First the correlation between the class and features 

are performed. Features 3,5,23 in Fig.2 shown to possess 

the maximum value of correlation. Those features are 

selected features and play major role in selecting other 

features for contribution of the better performance of the 

detection model.  

 

Fig.2. Correlation of features 

 

 The features after removing the selected features are 

divided into first half of features as 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,15,16,17,18,19,21,23 is given as 

input to K-Means clustering algorithm to get the best 

features as shown in Figure 3. K-Means algorithm helps in 

simplifying the problem by giving the features having 

same features as a group.  The data is split into three 

clusters centered on the centroid, as seen red in Fig. 3. 

Three centroid with values of 0.59, 0.78, and 0.81 form a 

cluster with similar inherent properties. The clusters 

having more distanced features, moderate distanced 

features, and lowest distanced features form separate 

clusters. Less distant features are selected, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 14, 15, and 23 are selected from the first half of 

features.  

 

Fig.3. K-Means clustering of first half  of features 

 

Fig.4. K-Means clustering of second half of features 

 

Second half of features as 

24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41 is 

given as input to the K-Means cluster algorithm for the 

sake of simplification is in seen in Fig. 4. Three clusters 

with centroids in red color are formed around 

0.52,0.45,0.56 and different clusters of similar 

characteristics are seen and second set of features as 24, 

29,31,32,33,34,36,38,39 having the lowest values 

surrounding the centroid are selected. 

The drastic improvements in the true positive rate of the 

model as the number of features reach to 10 features as 

shown in Table 2. With features 2,3,4,5 the proposed 

model detection accuracy has reached to 99.895%. When 

the feature 15 is included in the dataset and it is 

contributing more for the system later on its accuracy 

reached to 99.9385%. 

Table 2: Simulation of DCFS IDS model 

Feature

s 

Anomaly Normal Accurac

y (%) 
TPR 

(%) 

FP

R 

(%) 

TPR 

(%) 

FP

R 

(%) 

4 98.8

4 

1.1

5 

99.1

1 

0.8

8 

99.895 
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5 97.4

5 

0.0

2 

99.7

7 

0.2 99.9385 

6 97.4

5 

0.0

2 

99.7

7 

0.2 99.9385 

7 97.4

4 

0.0

3 

99.8

7 

0.1 99.9460 

8 99.9

6 

0.0

3 

99.8

6 

0.1 99.9466 

9 99.9

6 

0.0

3 

99.9

6 

0.1 99.946 

10 99.9

5 

0.0

4 

99.9

0 

0.1 99.948 

 

As the system is given feature 23 the Intrusion detection 

system-maintained accuracy as consistent   that indicates 

feature 23is redundant one. Feature 24 and 29 could 

improve the performance so they are considered more 

contributing features and finally features 32 and 33 also 

contributed to the building the model though they seem 

to be less correlated to the class label. To find the final 

set of features the ffinal is evaluated from the Distance 

between the selected, instant features and class and sum 

of Distance of selected feature and class.  

 

Fig.5.   TPR of Anomaly and Normal 

As seen in Fig. 5, the TPR of the anomaly class increases as 

the number of features increases and maintains consistency, 

starting at 8 features and increasing to 10 features, 

indicating the capability of identifying the positive incident 

correctly, and it increases drastically. As shown in Fig.5, the 

TPR of the anomaly class increases as the number of 

features increases and maintains consistency, starting at 8 

features and increasing to 10 features, indicating the 

capability of identifying the positive incident correctly, and 

it increases drastically. In Fig. 6, the FPR of the anomaly is 

shown, indicating the proposed method has the capability to 

reduce false predictions and the normal class maintains the 

steady phase of the FPR. 

 

                 Fig.6. FPR of DCFS for Anomaly and Normal 

Table .3 Comparison of algorithm 

Algorithms Class TPR (%) FPR (%) Accuracy (%) 

 

C4.5 

Anomaly 
99.9 0.7 99.90 

Normal 

 

99.3 0.6 

 

DCFS+C4.5 

Anomaly 
99.95 

0.04 99.948 

Normal 

 

99.90 0.1 

 

MMIFS+C4.5 

Anomaly 
99.82 0.17 99.77 

Normal 

 

99.56 0.43 

 

DMIFS+C4.5 

Anomaly 
99.96 

0.03 99.94 

Normal 

 

99.88 0.11 

 

RPFMI+C4.5 

Anomaly 
98.77 1.2 98.946 

Normal 

 

99.86 0.33 

 

Accuracy of the proposed and other algorithms are 

compared in Table.3 and observed that TPR and FPR are 

the better values as compared to the methods indicating the 

performance metrics are better and the stability of the 

system is more improved which is designed with distance-

based algorithm. 

5. Conclusion: 

This work presents a DCFS algorithm based on distance 

metric  filter and embedded method that evaluates without 

any reference values. This method evaluates using class and 

without class and it is termed as Semi-supervised learning. 

The proposed method evaluates the correlation between 

features and subset features, which eliminates unnecessary 
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features. The dataset used is the KDDCUP 99 dataset, and 

DMIFSA, MMIFSA, REMIFSA, and RPFMI are modeled 

and performance metrics are evaluated. TPRs accuracy is 

observed to be improved over other algorithms. TPR is quite 

better than others, which indicates the model's capacity to 

detect the attacks correctly. If the value of incorrectly 

predicted attacks is very low, it improves accuracy, TPR, 

and other metrics. This feature selection method achieved 

the maximum TPR and FPR (less) values for almost all 

features. In the future, this work can be extended by using 

the distance method or correlation method for Unsupervised 

feature selection. This can also be extended to other 

strategies for feature selection. Other datasets can also be 

applied, and their model performance can be observed. 
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